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Abstract—The purpose of doing this research is to design an
application for fast drowsiness detection system, so the rate
of traffic accidents due to negligence of the driver can be
lowered. This research uses several methods such as the
method of analysis that includes literature study, design
method and testing method. Then we design and test on how
accurate the given data when compared to the real condition.
The results achieved from the Drowsiness Detection System
application design based on Computer Vision are the
parameters which affect the performance of application
such as distance and direction of camera to the eyes, and the
ability to detect drowsiness around 90%. The conclusion
obtained in this research is that application supports the
theory that the average duration of eye closure which above
400 ms were classified into sleepy, while below 400ms,
driver declared in normal state. With the ability to detect
drowsiness of the drivers, this application can reduce the
rate of traffic accidents every year, by giving the increasing
awareness of the driver against driver's fatigue
Index Terms—drowsiness detection system, computer vision,
android, driver’s fatigue

I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, there are many artificial intelligence
development performed to help the safety of human life.
One of them is drowsiness detection system. Drowsiness
is something that happened frequently. We can feel
sleepy either when we do an activity or not. However, we
must pay attention for that. Feeling sleepy when we are in
certain condition can be dangerous and can bring great
suffer to many people, for example when we are driving.
A lot of factors can cause people to feel sleepy such
as lack of rest, driving a car at night, long distance
driving, or there is no partner who can accompany the
driver which lead him/her to become bored and sleepy.
The general solution for this problem is to ask someone
to accompany us while driving to prevent drowsiness.
However this solution can’t be done everyday because
sometimes the driver must drive alone.
Many research about drowniess detection system
have utilized artificial intelligence such as [8-11], but
they were not implemented on mobile devices. Therefore,
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we propose a framework and software to measure fatigue
and to detect drowsiness of the driver using low cost
Android mobile devices. The software that we made is
designed to give a driver the information of fatigue and
give him/her a warning so it can prevent incidents like
traffic accidents. The software is based on Android
application in order to be implemented in real condition,
so we can reach the purpose of this research[4].
II. RELATED THEORY
A. Haar Cascade Classifier
Viola-Jones framework has been widely used by
researchers in order to detect the location of faces and
objects in a given image. Face detection classifiers are
shared by public communities, such as OpenCV[1][2].
Haar Cascade Classifier use AdaBoost at every node in
cascade to study high detection level with multi-tree
classifier rejection level at every node in cascade. This
algorithm combines some innovative features, such as:
1. Use haar-like input feature, threshold that is used to
sum and differentiate square regions from image.
2. Integral image technique that enable fast
computation for square regions or regions that is
rotated 45 degree. This data structure is used to make
computation from Haar-like input feature faster.
3. Statistical Boosting to make binary node
classification (yes/no) that characterized with high
detection level and weak rejection level.
4. Organizing weak classifier nodes from a rejection
cascade. In other words, first group from the
classifiers is selected so best detection in image
region consist of an object although enabling many
mistakes in detection; the next classifier groups are
the second best detection with weak level rejection;
and so on. In testing, an object can be known if that
object makes it through all cascade[3]. Haar-like
input feature that are used by classifier are:
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Figure 2 Haaar-like Input Feaature That are Useed by Classifiers[[3]
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B. Determinnation of Eye Condition
To deterrmine eyes’ coondition, first we have to gget its
position from
m eyelid. Eyyelid is locaated between first
intensity chaange and seconnd intensity change show iin the
representatioon graphic beloow of intensitty change[7].

III. DESIGN OF T HE SYSEM
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id Operation System,
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App
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pse Juno with
h OpenCV librrary[6]. Captu
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mobile device. Below is thee
use case diagram of this applicaation.
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Figure 4 C
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Based oon Mandeep Singh’s [9] research onn the
drowsiness pparameter, the average duration of eye cloosure
is 400ms andd the minimuum duration iss 75ms. Thereefore,
if eye closurre exceeds 4000ms, then th
he person wiill be
considered inn drowsiness condition,
c
as shown
s
at tablee 1.
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m (figure 5) desscription:
Use case diagram
n
A. Eye Detection
In this section we perform
m eye detection from imagee
that we have already captuured. This ey
ye detection iss
useful for dettermining fatiggue level of th
he driver.
Flow of Even
nts:
1. User opeens applicationn from mobilee device.
2. Camera captures
c
imagge.
3. System gets the imaage that was captured byy
camera.
p
prepprocessing to the
t image.
4. System performs
5. System detects
d
eyes.
Driver’s Fatig
gue
B. Determine Eyyes State and D
In this sectio
on, system ana
nalyses eyes’ condition
c
andd
determine whether
w
the driver is in
n drowsinesss
condition or not.
n
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Flow of events:
1. System analyses eye region that has been
detected.
2. System checks driver’s condition.
3. System will give an output warning if the
driver is in drowsiness condition.
This is the activity diagram of this application:
User
Open
Application

Input (Camera)

System

Output (Display and Sound)
Eye Detection

Capture Frame
Get Frame
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of two colors, black and white. Eyeball area will be
marked black while other parts , such as eyelid and
eye bag, will be marked white.
After doing binarization, system will do an iteration
at middle of eye region to count how much white and
black pixels. After that, system will be able to count
the ratio between black pixel and white pixel. After
doing some experiments, we got to the conclusion
that the ration must be higher than 20% for normal
condition. If the system determinates that eye
condition is not normal (closed/ only half opened),
system will sound an alarm.

Preprocessing

100%

Eye Detection

Mark Eyes,
Show Number of
Eyes Detected

Check Standby
Status

if R > 20%

(7)

then Normal
Else Not Normal

In Standby Mode
Not In Standy Mode

Determine Eyes State
And Driver抯 Fatigue
Check Eyes State

Show Driver抯 Fatigue

Normal

where:
R = ratio of black pixels
B = the number of black pixels
W = the number of white pixels

Drowsy

Check Driver抯
Fatigue
Normal
Low

Warning

Application is Still Open
Application is Closed

Figure 6 Activity Diagram

Activity diagram description (figure 6):
1. User opens drowsiness detection application.
2. Camera starts to capture image.
3. System takes image that has been captured by
camera.
4. Then system performs preprocessing to the image.
The preprocessing step will change RGB image to
grayscale image.
5. After preprocessing, system performs eye detection
of the image. This eye detection uses Viola-Jones
methods. Template to do this eye detection, which
has been prepared by OpenCV and is ready to be
used, is called haarcascade_eye.xml.
6. If the eyes have been detected successfully, then
green squares will be shown on the screen, indicating
the eyes region.
7. System checks whether system is in standby status or
not. If yes, then system will go back to process no 2.
If not, then system will go to the next process.
8. After getting data of the eyes region, the system then
checks eyes’ condition (whether they are normal or
not). System will also show user’s fatigue level. To
count how wide the eye is opened, system counts the
ration of black pixel with white one. Eye region that
needs to be counted is the middle region of eye.
Afterward, system will do binarization on the eyes
region. With binarization, the image will only consist
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Figure 7 The Comparison Between Eye Opened Image And Eye Closed
Images [12]

In Figure 7, we can see that in eye-opened image, the
number of black pixels is higher than the number of black
pixels in eye-closed image. Thus, determining eyes’
condition can be done with counting ration of black pixel
in the image. If user’s eyes are normal(not in drowsiness
condition), then system will go back to process no 2
while if user’s eyes are not normal(drowsy), then system
will decrease user fatigue level. If user fatigue level is
still normal, system will go back to process no 2 while if
user fatigue level is below normal, system will sound the
alarm. If user does not close this application, the system
will go back to process no 2 while if user close this
application, system will be stopped.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
We conducted the experiment using low cost
Samsung Android phone, OpenCV for Android, Eclipse
and Android SDK. The figure shown below is the user
interface of the system:
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Figure 8 User Interface of Drowsiness Detection System

In Figure 8, there are information about how many
eyes have been detected, for how long have eyes been
closed, and eyes’ condition (that is presented with green
horizontal line). There are green squares that show eye
regions that have been detected. User fatigue level is
presented with green circle at the right corner. The green
color shows that the user fatigue level is still high.

4.2 Test 2
This test is done by a sleepy person. The purpose of
this test is to measure the accuracy of application in
drowsiness detection. If the eye is closed for more than
400ms, then the driver is considered sleepy. Here is the
table result.
TABLE 3
THE RESULT OF TESTING 2

Sample
Experiment 1
Experiment 2
Experiment 3
Experiment 4
Experiment 5

Person 1
535 ms
781 ms
666 ms
386 ms

744

4.3 Test 3

Figure 9 User Interface When User In Drowsiness Condition

In Figure 9, there are information about how many
eyes have been detected, for how long have eyes been
closed, and eyes’ condition (that is presented with green
horizontal line). Also there is the user fatigue level which
is presented with red circle at the right corner. The red
color shows that the user fatigue level is low. There is a
warning sign on the middle of the screen. System will
also sound the alarm to warn user.
4.1 Test 1
This test is done by 3 different people. The purpose
of this test is to get the best range between camera and
eyes so this application can detect eye better.

This test is done by a sleepy person. The purpose of
this test is to measure accuracy of this application in
drowsiness detection. The parameter used by this test is
the condition of eye. If the eye is smaller than normal,
then the driver is considered sleepy.
TABLE 4
THE RESULT OF TESTING 3

Sample

Person 1 Eye Condition

Experiment 1

Not Normal

Experiment 2

Normal

Experiment 3

Not Normal

Experiment 4

Not Normal

Experiment 5

Not Normal

TABLE 2
THE RESULT OF TESTING 1

Sample
Experiment

Person

Person

Person

1

2

3

Success

Success

Success

1 (40 cm)
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4.4 Test 4
This test is done from below the eyes. The purpose
of this test is to measure the success of application
when detect driver’s eyes.
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TABLE 5
THE RESULT OF TESTING 4

Sampel

From Below

Experiment 1

Success

Experiment 2

Success

Experiment 3

Success

Experiment 4

Failed

Experiment 5

Success

Before detecting eyes, it's recommended to increase
the image quality first. However, today's android
technology can't support a lot of image processing
because of the hardware limitation. Searching and
implementing another algorithm that is faster and more
accurate in drowsiness detection will need to be done.
Development of this application in other platforms (such
as Blackberry, Apple, and Windows Phone) is also
important so this application can reach to more user.
V. CONCLUSION
The conclusions that can be drawn after doing analysis,
design, test, and evaluation from driver’s fatigue
estimation and drowsiness detection system design are
described as follow. With this application’s accuracy rate
in drowsiness detection, this application can be
implemented in the real time to reduce traffic accidents
rate due to drowsy drivers and it can also help drivers to
stay awake when driving by giving a warning when the
driver is sleepy. Factors such as distance and direction
from camera to eyes will affect the image acquisition.
Application hardly detects eyes when the distance is too
near or too far. Application works its best when the
distance from the eyes is around 50 cm. The best
direction is from below eyes because the light comes
from back. This application supports the theory that
average eye closure time of sleepy person is more than
400ms. While the eye closure time of normal person is
below 400ms.
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